
CYBER THREAT HUNTING

A SOC SOLUTION

In a world where hackers have become

more organized and sophisticated, cyber

attacks are expanding and the amount of

information needed for security solutions

in an organization is increasing and

greater expertise is needed.

 Do you have a real SOC?

Meet TAM-C C4I ™

The choice of the world leading CISOs 

Do you know who is scanning and

trying to attack the organization's

network from the outside?

Are you following further attempts by

these threats?



Ensure the safety of IT assets and information.

Develop robust and detailed information requirements

Multilayers of information collection. 

Identify and assess threats internally and externally

Tactical monitoring formulas

COMMAND, CONTROL, COMMUNICATIONS,
COORDINATION & INTELLIGENCE acts as a
canopy and early warning to the client’s
infrastructure to alert of potential and ongoing
cyber threats, while adapting to the evolving
adversary landscape and understanding
adversary capabilities. 

Using sophisticated processes and optimized
rules the identification of unusual, and
anomalous activities in the clients
infrastructure help proactively identify and
detect potential threats.

Designed to meet duty of care
requirements:

Through our Managed Detection and
Response (MDR) experts, our clients obtain
the advantage of the TAM-C knowledge-base
and cyber threat services, without being bound
to a specific set of products. 

Black Mirror Program 
AI and ML platforms to identify corporate and
personal Identifying Information.  
Comprehensive monitoring of exploitable  
physical and cyber vulnerabilities by adversary
attack vectors

      

TAM-C Cyber SOC solution utilizes
advanced AI-based protection and
skilled security professionals in order
to achieve a 24/7 alerting, detection
and response mechanisms 

LET’S DISCUSS YOUR
INTELLIGENCE NEEDS

24H: +1.202.922.0068
TAMC365.COM

Trusted by 25% of all Fortune 500
companies worldwide, Western
governments and fellow intelligence
agencies, TAM-C is the world’s
preferred agency of intelligence
& risk assessment providing state-
level intelligence, reconnaissance,
and field support to corporations,
executive protection & law
enforcement entities that rely
on critical security operations for
real-time and systemic threat
prevention year-round.

Risk Assessment 

intelligence & Reporting 

Global Field Ops 

K.R.E.M. Travel Insurance
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